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DIFFERENTlAL OPERATORS ON CURVES 
by Thor~las Bloonz 
The formalism given by Grothendieck (72, Ch. 161 for differential opera- 
on schemes can be immediately applied to analytic spaces [ I ,  51. The 
ct of this note is to describe the germs of differential operators at a singu- 
point on a complex curve at which the curve is irreducible. 
. Let X be a complex curve irreducible at a singular point p c X .  
ar p ,  the normaIization of X is a 1-1 analytic map f: A  + X of the form 
(fi(r), ..-,f,(t)). Here A is the unit disc in the plane and we assume 
= p, X is locally embedded in Cr and p is the origin of Cr . The func- 
s (f;:(t)j ,=,. ...,, each vanish at O E A ,  say to order rzi. 
urthermore, the subring R of germs at 0  E A  of analytic functions which 
induced by functions from X is of finite codimension (as a C-vector 
e) in the ring of germs of analytic fi~nctions at 0 E A .  
e will denote by N the minimal integer with the property that if g 
shes at 0 to order 2 N ,  then ~ E R .  
ifferential operators on X  lift to differential operators on A  with mero- 
hic coefficients. 
ere is, in fact a natural 1-1 correspondence between germs at p E X 
analytic differential operators on X and germs at O E A  of differential 
erators with meromorphic coefficients which preserve R . 
w, let D be the germ at O E  A of a differential operator with mero- 
hic coefficients (henceforth abbreviated n1.d.o) and write D in the 
- d' D = C nijtJ - with a i jEC.  
clt' 
1.1 Definition [3]. The strength of D is defined as sup,, ,+,(i - j) and 
will be denoted by str(D). Thus str(D) is an integer, str(D, o D,) = str(Di) 
4- str(D,) and str(D, + D,) j max(str(D,) , str(D,)) . 
1.2 Remarks. If str(D) j -N then D preserves R .  
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We will say that D is of homogeneous strength if i - j has a fixed value for 
all non-zero terms in the above expansion for D. 
42. To study differential operators at p E X we will study the equivalent 
problem of m.d.0 's which preserve R .  We will first consider the case 
where f,(t), ..., fi(t) are monomials in t . X is thus weighted homogeneous 
at p .  
We Iet S = { n z ~  Z 1 in = Z;=, niini where 1 1 ~  is as above and the mi 
are integers 2 0). The ring R thus consists of all convergent power series 
of the form C,, , a , t b h e r e  n, E C .  
2.1. Remarks. Let D be a m.d.0 which preserves R .  Since g E R  if 
and only if each monomial in the Taylor series for g E R ,  each term in tlle 
expansion of D as a sum of operators of homogeneous strength preserves R. 
For p an integer we let Z(p, R) = {a 1 a is an integer > 0 ,  t ' ~  R,  but 
fa- ' l  $4 R) . 
2.2. Lemma. If p E S then card(Z(p, R)) = p - 1 
Ij p $ S ,  p > O  then card(Z(p,R)) 2 p .  
Proof. Consider the congruence classes of integers modp.  In each 
such congruence class + 0 there is at least one a E Z(p, R). If p E S there 
is, by the semi-group property of S , precisely one such a in each non-zero 
congruence class and none in the zero congruence class. Thus if p~ S ,  
card(Z(p, R)) = p - 1 .  If p $ S  there is at  least one a~ Z(p, R) with a in 
the zero congruence class. Thus if 11 $ S , card(Z(p, R)) 2 ,LL. 
2.3. Lemma. The minirnal order of a 17t.d.o of homogeneous strengtl~ 11
and no terms of order zero which preserves R is card(Z(p, R))+1. Sctcll 
011 opernior i s  unique lip lo a scalnr i??if/tip/t.. 
Proof. An m.d.0 of order I<, homogeneous strength /L and no tern1 
of order zero can be written ~ tn iq~~e ly  in the form 
I, tli 
D = C (/,ti-" - -  with (I, E C .  
i =  I f / t l  
Now if D is to preserve K we must have D(tU) = 0 for all tnonomials I" E R 
for which ta-"4 R,  that is, for all a ~ Z ( p ,  R). These conditions impose 
certain linear relations on the coefficients a, of the form 
If Ic = card(Z(p, R)), the square matrix with rows 
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a @(a- 1) a(a - 1) (a - (k - I)), (a E Z(p, R)) 
is invertible [3, p. 411 since it is equivalent, by elementary column opera- 
tions to the matrix with rows 
a a2 ... a k .  
Thus, the minimal value of k which ensures a non-zero solution to the 
above linear homogeneous equations is Ic = card(Z(p, R)) + 1 . 
2.4 Corollary. No m.d.0 preserving R has a meromorphic leading 
coeficient when written as a sum of operators of decreasing order. 
Proof. If D is an m.d.0 of homogeneous strength p > 0 and has a 
romorphic leading coefficient, then the order of D must be < p .  This 
adicts Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4. If p 5 0 ,  then clearly no coefficient is mero- 
hic. 
3. We now turn to the case where f,(t),...,f,(t) are not necessarily 
mials. We denote by i? the ring formed by the initial terms in the 
r expansion of elements in R .  We denote by S the corresponding 
. l .  Lemma. Let D be n r7z.d.o of strength p which preserves R. Then 
, the terms in  D of l~ornogeneotis strength ,LL, preserves 1. 
Proof. For g E R with initial term g ,  the initial term of D@) is D,,(g). 
3.2 Theorem. Let D be a m.cl.0 whiclt preserves R and denote its 
order b y  ord(D). T h e n  ord(D) >= str(D). 
Proof. This follows from lemmas 2.2, 2.3, and 3.1 
Theorem. Let P,, be a nz.1-i.o of' horizogeneotrs strengtlz ,LL whiclz 
. vesZ .  Asuffrcieizt condition that there exists a 17z.d.o P' of strength 
11d order 5 nz such that P, + P' preserves R is that card(Z(j, R)) < 172 
= p - 1 ,  / . ~ -2 , . . . , -N+1 .  
roof. As a preliminary step choose a C-basis for R n1odtN as fol- 
: The basis consists of polynomials v,, v, with initial terms ii,, .-., ii, 
such that the monomial iii does not occur in the expression for vj  
i). Given a convergent power series h ,  let H = sum of the monomials 
expansion of 11 which are in Rmod t N .  
H = Cf =, ciiii. Then Iz E R if and only if 11 = Cf =, civi (mod tN) . 
will construct the required operator P' inductively as follows. Having 
en operators of homogeneous strength P,,+,,..-,P,+, choose P, so 
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that it satisfies the following conditions: For each a E Z(Y, i?) take g E R 
with its initial term g a monomial of degree u. Let G = sum of the mono- 
mials in (Pi, +, .-., P,,,)(g) which are also in i? mod t N  and are of 
order < a - I . ,  
Say G = Ef,,rliiii. Let 1.t'-' be the mononiial of order a - r. in 
Cf= ,  d,vi (possibly 3. = 0). P, is chosen so that P,(g,) + P,+,(g,) + ... , 
P,,(g ,,,-,) = i.ta-' where g ,  + g, + *.,  is the Taylor expansion of g in 
terms of order a ,  a + 1 ,  ... etc. Thus for each a E Z(r, 2) one linear relation 
is imposed on the coefficients of P, . Since cardZ(r.,i?) < 171 for /L > r. 
2 -N + 1 by hypothesis, there is an operator of order 5 nt and horno- 
geneous strength Y satisfying the above equations (as in le~nlna 2.3). The 
- N + 1  above proced~~re is repeated until r. = -N + 1 .  Then P' = C ,,,-,Pi 
has the required properties. 
3.4. Corollary. There is a m.d.0 of strength nz and order 112 preserving 
R if 171 is s~~fficiently large. 
Proof. Let M = sup,,,, -,,,(card Z(j, i?) + 1). For j 2 N , j E S ;  
so cardZ(j, 8) = j - 1 .  Now consider any 112 2 M .  M 2 N so nz E 3. 
Thus, by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 there is a 1n.d.o of order m and strength 171 
preserving R .  Now, cardZ(j,R) < nz for j = 172 - I, ..., -N + 1 so, ap- 
plying Theorem 3.3, we obtain the required m.d.0. 
Let A be an analytic ring with unique maximal ideal J L .  Under compo- 
sition, the differential operators on A form a non-comniutative ring, de- 
noted Diff(A) which is filtered by order. We denote by GrDiff(A) the 
associated graded ring which is commutative. Given D E Diff(A) we denote 
by B the homogeneous element it jnduces in GrDiff(A). 
3.5. Corollary. Given a differential operator D E Diff(R) , there exists 
an integer s such that B S ~ ~ / ~ r ~ i f f ( ~ )  if and only if ord(D) > str(D). 
Proof. Let D be of strength /L and order > p .  D may be written ill the 
form D = Cr,,h,(d'/tlti) where h, is analytic and A,(O) = 0 .  Now 
D" (M is the ~nteger introduced in  Cor. 3.4) is an operator with Ieading 
term ( h J M  ( d L M / ~ l t h M )  and there is, by Corollary 3.4, an m.d.0 P preserving 
R of order kM and strength k M .  Now /Z?E d l ,  so there exists an ele~nent 
h E dl such that o r d ( ~ ~  - hP) < k M  . Thus 5'"' = hP" in Gr Diff(A) . 
Conversely, if B"€dLGrDiff(A), there is an m.d.0 P with ord(P) 
= ord(D7 = sord(D) such that ord(D' - IzP) < ord(P) for some l z  E dl. 
Say D' = hP f P '  where ord(P') < ord(D7). Now str(Ds) 2 max(str(hP), 
str(Pr)) . But str(hP) < str(P) 5 ord(P) = ord(D7. 
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In either case, str(DS) < ord(D7), so 
Thus, we lnay associate to the ring R a semi-group S f  = {LLE Z I there 
exists a rn.d.0 D preserving R and such that ord(D) = str(D) = 11). S' is, 
of course, intrinsic to the singularity of X at p since the above corollary 
gives an intrinsic characterization of those operators D such that 
ord(D)=str(D). In fact, S t  is the se111i-gronp of integers which are the degrees 
of the homogeneous elements of the C-algebra GrDiff(R)/ , /AGrDi f f (~ ) .  
Now Gr Diff(R)/ ,/J/LGr D i f f ( ~ )  is a one-dimensional Noetherian ring. 
The relations in the ring may be described as follows: Let a and O be 
ho~noge~ieo~ls elements of degrees %,/I respectively. Let y = g.c.c/.(a,p). 
Then there exists non-zero I.,, I,, E C s~lch that 
all relations are generated by ones of the above form. Thus the ring 
pletely characterized by S ' .  
the weighted ho~nogeneous curves of section 2, S '  = S; but, as 
ple 4.2 shows, S '  f in general. 
3.6 Corollary. Gr Diff(R) and Di ff(R) are finitely generated R-algebras. 
Proof. It is a standard algebraic argunlent that i f  Gr Diff(R) is finitely 
nerated then Diff(R) is finitely generated as a left or right R-algebra. 
ill prove that GrDifftR) is finitely generated, in fact, generated by 
rators of order < 2M where M is the integer introduced in corollary 3.4. 
ince card(Z(j,R)) < M for j = M ,  M - 1,  .-., M - (N- l ) ,  there exist 
lowing the procedure of Lemma 2.3) n1.d.o'~ Po, ..., PN-,  preserving i?, 
order M and such that Pi is of hornogeneo~ls strength M-i  for 
0, -.., N - 1 . Applying Theorem 3.3 there exist m.d.o's Q,, -.., QN- 
erving R , of order M and such that str(Q,) = M - i for i = 0, ..a, N - 1 . 
ow, let T€Diff(R) be of order 2 2M and suppose ord(T) - str(T) 
mod N .  Then, take (by 3.4) T '  a 1n.d.o preserving R such that 
(T') = str(Tf) = ord(T) - M. Consider QK o T'. Now ord(Q, o T') 
rd(T) and str(T - QK 3 T') 0 mod N .  Thus there exists 11 E R S L I C ~  
ord(T - lzQK o T') < ord(T) so that hQKF1 = F in GrDiff(R). 
ord(T1) 2 2M,  we repeat the above procedure. It is clear, thus, that 
rators of order < 2M generate GrDiff(R) as an R-algebra. 
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4. We will illustrate by two examples. 
4.1 f,(t) = t2,f2(t)= 1 ' .  Here R = [ S ~ o o i t ' ] a l  = 0 ) . X = { x , y ~ C ~ /  
x3  = y2) .  
The operators 
( I 2  2 d  D = - - - -  d3 3 d 2  3 r l  
t / t2 t (It and D 2 = x T - i z + - -  t2 (It 
preserve R .  They represent tangent vectors which are a basis for the Zariski 
tangent space to X at (0,O). 
Since ord(D,) = str(D,) = 2 ,  and ord(D2) = str(D2) = 3 ,  they generate 
4.2. f;(t) = t4,  f ; ( r )  = t 5 + t r " .  Here N = 12. 
As a special C basis of Rmodt12 (as in Lemma 3.3) we have o, = t4, 
o2 = t 5  + t6,  o3 = t8,  u4 = t9 - 2f1 '  , = t1° + 2tl1. R is the ring as- 
sociated to t4, t5. 
There is no m.d.0 preserving R of strength 4 and order 4.  For suppose 
P were such a m.d.0 and P = P, + P,  + ;-. its expansion into terms 
of homogeneous strength. P, would preserve R and would be unique up 
to a constant multiple. P, must satisfy the equations 
These are five linearly independent equations for the coefficients of P, ,  
so it must be of order 2 5.  
In fact, the minimal order operator P s ~ ~ c h  that P preserves R and p(t4) 
is nonzero at zero is of order 5. Thus P is an operator of minimal order 
which represents a tangent vector; however, ord(P) > str(P). 
4.3 Kantor [4] and Stutz [6] studied differential operators on certain 
analytic spaces of dimension > 1 ,  A detailed study of differential operators 
on the curves xh - ya = O was made by JaRe [3]. With regard to  the 
specific questions discussed in this note we point out that if A is the local 
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at (0,0,0) of analytic functions on the {x, y, z E C3 1 xy2 - z2 = 01 3 
GrDiff(A) is not a finitely generated A-algebra whereas Diff(A) is 
nitely generated algebra. 
as been brought to the author's notice that similar results to the ones in this 
icular Corollary 3.6, have been announced by Jean-Pierre Vigu6, C. R. Acarl. 
274 (March 1972), 895-899. 
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